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Abstract 
We introduce and study several subclasses of the class of cT-spaces. The smallest of the classes 
considered, that of LF-netted spaces, contains all F,-discrete spaces and all stratifiable F,- 
metrizable spaces. The main result of the paper establishes the equivalence of normality and 
countable paracompactness of the product of an LF-netted space with a countably paracompact 
and normal space. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Normality of products with a metric factor has been an interesting subject to study in 
general topology. Morita [ 181 showed that countable paracompactness of the product of 
a space with a metric space implies normality of the product (see [13] for the proof). 
Rudin and Starbird [22] proved that the converse is true. As a consequence, normality 
and countable paracompactness are equivalent for a product with a metric factor. Hoshina 
[ 111 extended this result to a product with a LaSnev factor. Extending one direction of 
Hoshina’s result, Zhong [25] proved that countable paracompactness of a product with 
a stratifiable factor implies normality. Moreover, she raised the question whether the 
converse of her result is true (see [25, Question 2.12(a)]). 
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On the other hand, Arhangel’skii [2] introduced the concept of a regular base and 
he characterized metrizability by the existence of a regular base; his proof showed that 
every regular base is u-locally finite. Here we consider an analogue of regular bases by 
replacing “base” with “net”, that is, we consider a-locally finite regular nets. We call a 
space with such a net an “LF-netted space”. 
In Section 1, we study LF-netted spaces. We show that the class of LF-netted spaces 
has some nice stability properties and it contains all F,-discrete spaces and all stratifiable 
F,-metrizable spaces. We characterize LF-netted spaces by a condition which we use 
subsequently in connection with products with a strong u-space factor. 
In Section 2, we give a partial answer to the Zhong’s question above; if X is the 
continuous image of an LF-netted space under a closed map and Y is a normal and 
countably paracompact space, then normality of the product X x Y implies its countable 
paracompactness. 
In Section 3, we introduce the concept of strong a-spaces, whose class contains all 
stratifiable spaces and all LF-netted spaces. We prove the converse of the above result 
in Section 2 for a paracompact, strong a-space X. We thus obtain the equivalence of 
normality and countable paracompactness of products with an LF-netted factor. Moreover, 
for the shrinking property of products, we get a common partial answer to [ 12, Question] 
and [25, Question 2.12(b)]. 
Throughout the paper, all spaces are assumed to be regular Tt-spaces. 
1. Special nets for u-spaces 
Let P be one of the four properties of “PF” (point-finite), “LF” (locally finite), “CP” 
(closure-preserving) or “HCP” (hereditarily closure-preserving). 
Let X be a space, A a family of subsets of X and U a subset of X. The family A 
has property P in the set U provided that A has property P at each point of U (recall 
that A is CP at II: provided that, for every A' c A, if 5 E Ud', then z E 2 for some 
A E A’. Moreover, A is HCP at z provided that every family {BA: A E d}, where 
BA c A for each A E A, is CP at z). 
We define a weakening of the property P by saying that a family A of subsets of a 
space X is P-regular provided that, for every closed subset 5’ of X, the family 
{AEd: AnS#0) 
has property P in the set X \ S. Note that every LF-regular family is PF-regular and 
HCP-regular and that every HCP-regular family is CP-regular. 
Some of these properties of families have already been considered in the literature. 
The term “uniform” is used for PF-regular in [l]. Our terminology is derived from that 
of [2] and [8], where LF-regular and PF-regular families are called “regular” and “point- 
regular”, respectively. In [ 161, LF-regular families are called “almost locally finite”. 
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Let us note the following property of CP-regular families: if 3 is a CP-regular closed 
cover of X, then for each closed set S c X, the set St(S, 3) is closed in X (recall that 
St(S,F) = U(F) s, where (F)s = {F E 3: F n S # @}). 
If a family C of subsets of X has property P for P E {LF, HCP, CP}, then also the 
family {z: L E C} has property P; for P E {LF: CP}, this follows directly from the 
definitions, but for P = HCP, we need to use the result from [17] that for any HCP 
family C of a (regular) space X, the family {z: L E ,C] is HCP. We will now show that 
the corresponding result holds for P-regular families; this result makes it often possible 
to consider closed P-regular families instead of arbitrary ones. 
Lemma 1.1. If C is a P-regular family of subsets of a (regular) space X, where P E 
{LF. HCP, CP}, then the family {E: L E C} is P-regular: 
Proof. Let S be a closed subset of X. To show that the family {z: L E C and LnS # 8) 
has property P in the set X \ S, let IC E X \ S. Since the space X is regular, there exists 
an open neighborhood V of z in X such that v c X \ S. Since L is P-regular, the 
family {L E C: L n (X \ V) # 0} has property P at the point z; hence also the 
family {E: L E C and z n (X \ V) # 0) has property P at 2. Since we clearly have 
{L E C: EnS # @I} c {L E C: Ln(X\V) # S}, the family {E: L E C andEnS # 0) 
has property P at 1~. 0 
In the following, we will consider spaces which have P-regular nets for some of the 
four properties considered. Recall that a family C of subsets of a space X is a net at 
a point x of X provided that for every neighborhood U of x in X, there exists L E C 
such that 5 E L c Cr. The family L is a net of X provided that C is a net at each point 
of x. 
Note that PF-regular families can be characterized in terms of nets: a family A of 
subsets of X is PF-regular if, and only if, every infinite subfamily t? of A is a net at 
each point of nB. 
For P E {LF, CP, HCP}, we will say that a space X is P-netted if X has a net which 
is both P-regular and a-P. Let us note that it follows from Lemma 1.1 (and the remark 
preceding the lemma) that every P-netted space has a closed net which is both P-regular 
and a-P. 
Every LF-netted space is HCP-netted and every HCP-netted space is CP-netted; more- 
over, it follows from a result of [23] that every CP-netted space is a a-space (recall that 
a space is called a g-space if it has a a-locally finite net or, equivalently, a o-discrete 
closed net). 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Arhangel’skii showed in [2] that an LF-regular base 
is a-LF. This result does not extend to nets: only a-spaces have a-LF nets, but for every 
space X, the family {{z}: 5 E X} is an LF-regular net of X. 
Note that the net {{z}: x E X} of X is point-finite; hence there would be no point in 
defining “PF-netted spaces”. However, one can ask which a-spaces admit g-discrete or 
a-locally finite PF-regular nets. Actually, every a-space has a cr-locally finite PF-regular 
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net: if lJaEw & is a net for X with each Fn locally finite, and if we denote, for every 
n E w, by P, the partition of X generated by the family Ui+ .Ei, then it is easy to see 
that the family UnEw P, is a a-locally finite PF-regular net ‘Tar X. 
We do not know whether every g-space has a closed g-locally finite PF-regular net, 
but we can prove that this holds if the space is also normal. To show this, we need the 
following auxiliary result. 
Lemma 1.2. In a perfectly normal space, every countable family of closed subsets has 
a countable, point-jinite closed rejinement. 
Proof. Let X be perfectly normal, and let F = {F,: n E U} be a family of closed 
subsets of X. For every n E w, there exists a sequence (Gn,k)kEw of open subsets of X 
such that G,,a = X, nlcEw G,,I, = lJy=, Fi and, for every k E w, Gn,k+l c Gn,k. Then 
the family F’ = {Fo} U {F,+I n (Gn,k \ Gn,k+l): n, k E w} is a closed refinement of 
F and every point of X belongs to at most two sets of the family F’. 0 
Remark. If the space is also strongly zero-dimensional, then we can choose the sets 
G,,k in the above proof to be clopen, and then we can modify the above proof to yield 
a countable disjoint closed refinement for the given countable closed family. 
Proposition 1.3. Every normal a-space has a a-discrete PF-regular closed net. 
Proof. Let X be a normal a-space. Then X is perfectly normal and Lemma 1.2 applies. 
Let F = lJnEw Fm be a closed net for X such that, for every n E w, Fn is locally 
finite and Fn c Fn+l, where let & = {X}. For every n E w, let P, be the partition 
of X generated by _Em, and note that P, is locally finite. Also note that, for every 
z E X, the sequence (St(x,Pn))nEw is a decreasing net at x. For every n E w and 
every P E P,, there exists F’ c .Fn such that P = n.T’ \ U(.F \ F’); it follows 
that P is the intersection of a closed set with an open set, and hence P is an PO-set; 
it further follows from Lemma 1.2 that there exists a countable and point-finite family 
Lp,, of closed subsets of X with ULp,, = P. Note that, for every n E w, the family 
&= UP,% Cp,, is a point-finite, g-discrete closed refinement of P,. It is easy to see 
that the family lJnEw ,C, is a a-discrete PF-regular closed net of X. 0 
Remark. The above proof and the remark made after Lemma 1.2 show that every 
strongly zero-dimensional normal g-space has a sequence (&)nEw of a-discrete closed 
partitions such that, for every z E X, the sequence (St(x, ,CCn))nEw is a net at x. 
We will now start to consider P-netted spaces for P E {LF, HCP, CP}. First we will 
indicate some well-known subclasses of the class of all LF-netted spaces. 
Proposition 1.4. Every metric space is LF-netted. 
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Proof. Let X be a metric space. There is a sequence (3i) of locally finite closed covers 
of X such that diamF < l/2” for each F E 3i and i E w. Then it is easy to check that 
UtEd 3i is an LF-regular and g-LF net of X. 0 
A space is F,-discrete if it is the union of countably many closed discrete subsets. It 
is obvious that the following result holds: 
Proposition 1.5. Every F,-discrete space is LF-netted. 
In particular, every countable space is LF-netted. 
Next we consider the stratifiable spaces introduced by Ceder in [5]. Heath has shown 
in [lo] that there exists a countable space which is not stratifiable. It follows that not 
all LF-netted spaces are stratifiable. We do not know whether all stratifiable spaces are 
LF-netted (or even CP-netted), but the following result enables us to show that many 
are. 
Theorem 1.6. Let P = LF or P = HCP. If a stratijable space X has a countable 
closed cover consisting of P-netted spaces, then X is P-netted. 
Proof. Let X = UnEw X,, and assume that each X, is a closed subspace with a P- 
regular a-P closed net 3n. By [ 14, Theorem 4.171, there exists a sequence (I&) of 
transitive neighbornets of X, satisfying 
(i) Vn+l{z} c I&(s) for each 2 E X and n E w, 
(ii) n - nEw V,S = S for each closed subset S in X. 
For each F E 3n, n E w, let F’ = (x E F: F c Vn{x}}. Then F’ is a closed subset 
in X. In fact, since V, is transitive, it follows that Vn{y} n F’ = 0 for each y E F \ F’. 
For every n E w, let 3; = {F’: F E 3n} and note that, since the family 3n is a-P in 
X, and P E {LF, HCP}, also the family 3; is a-P in X, and hence in X. We show 
that the a-P family 
3’ = u 3; 
is a P-regular net of X. To show that 3’ is a net of X, let 2 E X and let U be an 
open neighborhood of x. Let x E Xe. Since 3Q is a net of Xl, there exists F E 3Q with 
x E F c U n VQ{X}. Then we have F’ E 3; with x E F’ c F c Cr. So 3’ is a net of 
X. Hence 3’ is a a-P closed net of X. To show that 3’ is P-regular, let S be a closed 
subset of X and let x E X \ S. By (ii), find m E w with x $ V,S. Let 
A = {R < m: CC E X,} and B = {n < m: x q! X,}. 
For each n. E A, since the family 3n is P-regular in the subspace X, of X, the family 
(3n,)snx, = (3n)s has property P at x; since P E {LF, HCP}, it follows that also 
the family (3;)s has property P at x. By the foregoing, the family (UnEA 3;)s has 
property P at x. Denote by W the neighborhood X \ (VmSU lJnEB Xn) of z. Since the 
family (UnEA 3;)s has property P at x, the following claim completes the proof that 
(3’)s has property P at x. 
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Claim. L = {F’ E (F’)s: F n W # 0) c (JnEA FL. 
Proof. Take an F’ E .C. Then F’ E .T$ for some k E w. We have to show that k E A. 
First note that we must have k < m. To see this assume that k 2 m. Pick some 
z E F’ rl S. By (i), we have F’ c F c Vj{z} c V&5’ c V,S c X \ W. This contradicts 
F’ E ,C. Hence we conclude that k < m. It remains to show that k 4 B; this, however, 
follows immediately once we observe that we have F’ c F c XI, and that X, n W = 0 
for every n E B. 0 
Since a stratifiable space is perfectly normal, we have the following consequence of 
Theorem 1.6. 
Corollary 1.7. Let P = LF or P = HCP. If a strati$able space X is the union of two 
P-netted subspaces, one of which is closed in X, then X is P-netted. 
A space is F,-metrizable if it can be represented as the union of countably many 
closed metrizable subspaces. 
Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.6 yield immediately: 
Corollary 1.8. Every strat$abZe F,-metrizable space is LF-netted. 
We will next give two examples to show that not all a-spaces are CP-netted. These 
examples also show that we cannot omit “stratifiable” in Corollary 1.8. In fact, we have: 
Example 1.9. There exists a separable Moore space and a first countable, Lindelijf g- 
space neither of which is CP-netted. 
Proof. Let A be a second category subset of R such that every nonempty open interval 
of IR contains uncountably many points of IR \ A (for example, we could take for A 
a Bernstein subset). Denote by 5’ the subset SO U St of IR?, where SO = A x (0) and 
St = @\A) x {l/n: n= 1,2,3 ,... }. 
We define two topologies T and K on S as follows. For both topologies, the subspace St 
is open and has the Euclidean topology. For a point (x,0) E SO, we give a neighborhood 
base in the topology r by the sets V (z), b(z), V,(z), . . . , where 
vn(2)={(2,O)}U (a,b)ES: O<x-a<bQ-$ { n I 
and in the topology 7r by the sets lVt (z), Wz (z), IV3 (z), . . . , where 
IVn(z) = (a, b) E S: Ia - ~1 < k and b < k \ {(a, b): 0 < a - z 6 nb}. 
It is easy to see that the space (S, T) is a separable Moore space and the space (S, rr) is a 
first countable, regular space with a countable net. We show that (S, 7) is not CP-netted; 
a similar proof shows that also (S, T) fails to be CP-netted. 
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Let 3 be a a-closure-preserving closed net for the topology 7. We show that there 
exists a closed subset H of (57, r) such that the family (F)H is not closure-preserving 
in S \ H. Assume on the contrary that no such set H exists. For each z E A, the set 
H(z) = S\V ( ) 1 IC is closed in (S, r), and hence the family (F’)H(~J is closure-preserving 
at the point (x,0); it follows that there exists n, E w such that, for every F E F, if 
F n H(z) # 8 and F n I&Z (x) # 8, then (x,0) E F. Since A is of second category, 
there exists n E w such that the closure of the set E = {z E A: n, = n} in IR has 
nonempty interior; let I be a nonempty open interval of length at most l/n2 contained 
in the closure of E. Denote by L the uncountable set I \ A, and for each b E L, let 
Fb E F be such that (b, l/n) E Fb and Fb fl So = 8. Note that, for each b E L, we have 
that 
Fbn (Lx {i}) c { (d,;): d,,): 
to see this, assume on the contrary that there exists d E L with d < b such that (d, l/n) E 
Fb; then, since the set E is dense in I, we can find a E E with d < a < b; now we have 
that (d, I/n) E Fb n I&(a) and it follows, since &(a) = VrLn (a), that (a, 0) E Fb; this is 
a contradiction, since Fb n SO = 8. Since the set L is uncountable and {Fb: b E L} C 3 
and since 
(b+&Jl(,.{;})~{(d,;): d,,) 
for each b E L, it follows from the second countability of the subspace L x {l/n} that 
the family F cannot be a-closure-preserving; this contradiction shows that there exists a 
closed subset H of (S, r) such that the family (2) H is not closure-preserving in S\ H. In 
particular, the net F is not CP-regular. We have shown that (S! T) is not CP-netted. 0 
Remark. If we identify the set Sa in (S, .rr) to a point, we get an example of a regular 
space X which is not CP-netted even though X contains a point p such that the subspace 
X \ {p} is separable and metrizable. 
We proceed to consider the stability of P-netted spaces in topological operations. It is 
easy to see that every subspace of a P-netted space is P-netted. We do not know whether 
the continuous image of an LF-netted space under a closed map is always LF-netted, but 
we do have the following results: 
Proposition 1.10. 
(A) The image of an LF-netted space under a pe@ect map is LF-netted. 
(B) The continuous image of a CP-netted (HCP-netted) space under a closed map is 
CP-netted (HCP-netted). 
Proof. (A) Let X be an LF-netted space with an LF-regular o-LF closed net 3. Let 
f : X + Y be a perfect map from X onto Y. Then f(F) = {f(F): F E F} is a 
u-locally finite closed net of Y. To show that f(F) is LF-regular, let K be a closed 
subset of Y. Then the set S = f-‘(K) is closed in X and hence the family (F)s 
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is locally finite in the subspace X \ S of X. It follows, since f is a perfect map and 
X \ S = f-i(Y \ K), that the family {f(F): F E (3)~) is locally finite in the subspace 
f(X \ S) = Y \ K of Y. Since {f(F): F E (3)s) = (f(3))~, we have shown that 
the family (f(F)) K is locally finite in Y \ K. 
(B) If f : X + Y is a closed continuous map, and the family ‘H of subsets of X is 
(hereditarily) closure-preserving, then the family f(x) = {f(H): H E Z} is (heredi- 
tarily) closure-preserving in Y; therefore the proof of part (A) can be modified to prove 
part(B). 0 
Note that it follows from the above proposition that the continuous image of an LF- 
netted space under a closed map is HCP-netted. In particular, every LaSnev space is 
HCP-netted. 
Proposition 1.11. If X is the continuous image of an LF-netted space under a closed 
map, then X can be represented as X’ U (UnEw X,) so that X’ is LF-netted and each 
X, is closed and discrete in X. 
Proof. Let 2 be an LF-netted space and f : 2 -+ X a closed continuous map from 2 
onto X. Since 2 is a (regular) a-space, it follows from [6, Theorem 1.11 that 
X=X’U uxn , ( > ne.d 
where f-‘(x) is compact for each x E X’ and each X, is closed discrete in X. Since 
f-‘(X’) is an LF-netted space and f t f-’ (X’) is a perfect map from f-‘(X’) onto 
X’, it follows from Proposition 1.10 that X’ is LF-netted. 0 
Proposition 1.12. Let X be an LF-netted space and S a closed subset in X. Then the 
quotient space X/S obtained by identifying S to one-point is LF-netted. 
Proof. Let F be an LF-regular a-LF closed net of X. Let F’ = {F E 3: F n S = 0). 
Let p be the point of X/S obtained by identifying S. Let F = .? U {p}. Then F 
is a a-locally finite closed net of X/S. Take an open set U in X with S c U. Let 
v = x \ St(X \ U,F’). s ince {F E 3: F n (X \ U) # 8) is locally finite in U, it 
is easy to check that V is an open set in X such that S c V c U. Hence p has an 
open neighborhood V’ in X/S such that each F E F meeting V’ must be contained 
in U. 0 
Now, we give a characterization of LF-netted spaces, which is useful when we consider 
preimages and products of such spaces. 
Proposition 1.13. A space X is LF-netted if and only tfX has a sequence (3n)nEw of 
locally finite closed families such that, for every n E w, the family Ic, = Ui2, 3i is a 
cover and, for every closed subset S of X, we have that 
n St(S,K,) = s. 
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Proof. (=+) Assume that X is LF-netted. Let L = UiEw ,!Z, be an LF-regular closed net 
of X such that each ,Li is locally finite in X and lc, n ,!Zj = 0 if i # j. For each i E w, 
we let 
H, = 
1 
z E X: U Cj is a net at z . 
3<i I 
Note that it follows from the local finiteness of the families L, that each Hi is a closed 
and discrete subset of X. Let 
3i = fZi u {{XT}: IC E Ht} 
for every i E w, and note that the family 3i is locally finite and closed. For every 11 E w, 
the family K, = U+, 3i is a net of X and hence a cover. To complete the proof of 
necessity, let S be a closed subset of X. Since the families K, are covers, we have that 
s c n St(S, K,). 
new 
To prove that nnEw St(S, K,) c S, let 5 E X \ S. Since the family L is LF-regular, 
there exists an open neighborhood V of 2 such that V n 5’ = 0 and the family ,C’ = 
{L E C: L f~ V # 0 and L qf X \ S} is finite. Let m E w be such that C’ c Ui_, Ci. 
Note that no member of the family U,>, .C, meets both V and S. As a consequence, 
no member of the family K,, meets both V and S; hence z $ St(S: K,). 
(+) Assume that X has a sequence (3n),E, of locally finite closed families such 
that the families K, = lJi>n 3% cover X and nnEw St(S: Ic,) = S for every closed 
S c X. It is easy to see that the a-locally finite closed family 3 = UiEw 3i is a net 
of X, and it is enough to show that 3 is LF-regular. Take an x E X and an open 
neighborhood U of 2. There is n E UJ such that the set V = X \ St(X \ U, Ic,) is a 
neighborhood of x. Moreover, there is a neighborhood W C V of x such that the family 
3’ = {F E Ui_ 3i: F n W # @} is finite. Since we have that {F E 3: F n T/t7 # 
8 and F $2 U} c F’, we have shown that 3 is LF-regular. 0 
Next we will prove a technical lemma, which allows us to consider together perfect 
preimages of LF-netted spaces and products of LF-netted spaces with metric spaces. In 
the following, we denote by rd the topology of a pseudometric space (X, d) and we use 
the symbols B~(z! T) and B~(;G, r-) to denote open and closed d-balls, respectively. We 
denote the join of two topologies 7 and 7r of the same set by 7 V n-. If C is a family of 
subsets of the range of a map f, then we denote by f-’ (,C) the family {f-’ (L): L E L}. 
Lemma 1.14. LA f be a continuous map from a space (X, r) onto an LF-netted space 
(Y, 7r). Then (X, r) is LF-netted provided that (X, r) admits a continuous pseudometric 
d such that r C 7-d V f-‘(x)_ 
Proof. The space (X, d) has a sequence (f3,) of locally finite closed covers satisfying, 
for each n E w, that &+I refines B, and that diamB < 1/2n for each B E &. By 
the previous proposition, (Y. rr) has a sequence (3r,,)nEw of locally finite closed families 
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such that, for every n E w, the family xc, = U+, .& is a cover and, for every closed 
subset K of Y, we have that 
n St(K,IC,) = K. 
nEw 
Define 
tiFI, = f-l(&) A & = {f-‘(F) n B: F E & and B E B,} 
for each 72 E w. It is easy to see that, for every n E w, the family ‘H, is locally finite 
and closed in (X, r) and the family Jn = &, ‘Fli covers X. To complete the proof, 
let S be a closed subset of (X, r). We show that 
n St(s,Jn) = S. 
nEw 
Let z E X \ S. Since 7 c Ed V f-‘(r), there exists n E w and a n-neighborhood V 
of f(x) such that B~(z, l/n) n f-‘(V) n S = 8. Let U = B~(z, 1/2n) and note that 
we have, in the space (X, T), that 2 $ St(X \ U, a,) = St(X \ U, &). Further, there 
exists m E w such that, in the space (Y, 7r), we have that f(x) $ St(Y \ V, X,). Let 
k = max(R, m). Then we have, in the space (X, r), that 
J: E (X \ St(X \ u, Bn)) n (X \ f-‘(St(Y \ v, G))) 
C X \ [ WX \ u, &I u f-‘cw \ v, Gc))]. 
Since we have that St(X \ U, &) I St(X \ U, Jk) and 
f-’ (St(Y \ v, G)) = St (f_‘(Y \ V), f-‘(G)) 
= St (X \ f-‘(v), f-‘(G)) 1 St (X \ f-‘(I%J-k), 
it follows from the foregoing that 2 is in the r-interior of the set 
X \ [St(X \ U&k) uSt(X\f-‘(V),&)] =X \St(X \ (unf-‘(V&7& 
from this it follows, since U n!-‘(V) f? S = 8, that 5 $ St(S, Jk). By Proposition 1.13, 
the space X is LF-netted. 0 
Recall that a space X is submetrizable if X admits a continuous metric. It follows 
from results of [20] and [4] that every paracompact a-space is submetrizable. 
Proposition 1.15. A submetrizable space is LF-netted provided that the space admits a 
perfect map onto an LF-netted space. 
Proof. Let d be a continuous metric on the space (X, r) and let f : X 4 Y be a perfect 
map from (X, 7) onto the LF-netted space (Y, r). Once we show that T C 3-d V f-’ (TT), 
it follows from the preceding lemma that (X, r) is LF-netted. 
Let 5 E X and let U be an open T-neighborhood of 5. The set f-’ (f(x)) \ U is 
compact in (X, 7) and hence also in (X, d). It follows that d(z, f-’ (f(x)) \ U) > 0. Let 
r = ; d(z, f-‘(f(x)) \ U), 
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- 
and note that U U (X \ B~(z, r)) 1s a T-open set which contains the set f-‘(f(x)). Since 
f is a closed map from (X, T) to (Y, r), there exists a 7r-neighborhood V of f(x) such - 
that f-‘(V) c U U (X \ B~(z,T)). N ow we have that f-‘(V) n Bd(x, 7.) c U. Hence 
U is a 7d V f-l(r)-neighborhood of Z. We have shown that T C Td V f-’ (TT). 0 
Corollary 1.16. A paracompact u-space is LF-netted provided that the space admits a 
pefect map onto an LF-netted space. 
Next we intend to show that every stratifiable LF-netted space is the perfect image of 
a strongly zero-dimensional LF-netted space. We can prove this with the help of results 
obtained by Oka in [19] on “E-nets”. First we have to show that our CP-regular nets are 
E-nets. Let us recall the definition. Oka calls a net 3 of a space X an E-net provided 
that the family 
{x\U3’: 3’c3and U3’isclosedinX) 
is a base for the topology of X. 
Proposition 1.17. A CP-regular closed net is an E-net. 
Proof. Let .F be a CP-regular closed net of X. To show that 3 is an E-net, let 2 E X 
and let U be an open neighborhood of X. Set S = X \ U. For every y E S, there exists 
Fy E .T such that y E F5, and z $ FY. Let 3’ = { FY: y E S}. Since 3 is CP-regular, 
the family 3’ is closure-preserving in X \ S; it follows, since 3’ consists of closed 
sets and S c U F’, that the set lJ 3’ is closed in X. Moreover, we clearly have that 
ZEX-U3’CU. q 
Oka calls a stratifiable space with a a-closure-preserving E-net an Eikf3-space, and 
he shows in [19] that every EA!f3-space is the image of a strongly zero-dimensional 
stratifiable space under a perfect map. By the previous proposition we have that every 
stratifiable CP-netted space is an EA&-space; as a consequence, we have the following 
result. 
Corollary 1.18. A strati$able CP-netted space is the image of a strongly zero- 
dimensional stratifiable space under a perject map. 
Combining the preceding corollary with Corollary 1.16, we have the following result. 
Corollary 1.19. A stratifiable LF-netted space is the image of a strongly zero- 
dimensional strat$able LF-netted space under a peeect map. 
We do not know if it is possible to weaken “stratifiable” to “paracompact” in Corol- 
lary 1.19. In [21], Ohta and Tamano introduce a strengthening of E-nets: they use the 
term special E-net for a a-locally finite closed net 3 of a space X such that the family 
3’: 3’ c 3 and 3’ is locally finite in X 
> 
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is a base for the topology of X. Ohta and Tamano show that every EIkfs-space has a 
special E-net and that every paracompact space with a special E-net is the image of a 
strongly zero-dimensional space with a special E-net under a perfect map. Unfortunately, 
a paracompact LF-netted space may fail to have a special E-net: Ohta and Tamano give 
an example in [21] of a countable space which does not have a special E-net. 
The remaining results of this section deal with the preservation of LF-netted spaces in 
products. 
Proposition 1.20. Zf X is a metrizable space and Y is an LF-netted space, then the 
space X x Y is LF-netted. 
Proof. Denote by f and g the projections X x Y + Y and X x Y --+ X, respec- 
tively. Let p be a compatible metric of the metrizable space X. Note that the for- 
mula d((z: g), (z, u)) = ,o(x:, z) d e fi nes a continuous pseudometric of X x Y and that 
rd = g-’ (r,,). Denote by 7r and r the topologies of Y and X x Y, respectively. By the 
definition of the product topology, we have that 
r = g-‘(rp) v f-‘(r) = rd v f-‘(R). 
It follows from Lemma 1.14 that the space X x Y is LF-netted. 0 
Since the product of two stratifiable spaces is stratifiable, Theorem 1.6 and Proposi- 
tion 1.20 yield the following result. 
Corollary 1.21. If X is a stratijiable F,-metrizable space and Y is a stratifiable LF- 
netted space, then the space X x Y is LF-netted. 
2. On normal products 
In the remaining part of the paper, we study products which are either normal or 
countably paracompact. Our main result shows that normality implies countable para- 
compactness in the product of two spaces one of which is HCP-netted. 
To prove our main theorem, we will need the following result on HCP families in 
u-spaces. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 3 be an HCP family of closed sets in a o-space X. Then the set 
{x E X: 3 is not locallyfinite at x} is closed and o-discrete in X. 
Proof. Let us denote the set in question by S. It is obvious that S is closed in X. Since 3 
is closure-preserving and closed, we have that S = (Z E X: 3 is not point-finite at z}. 
Denote by Y the discrete sum eFEF F of the subspaces F E 3 of X and let f be 
the natural projection Y -+ X. Note that Y is a a-space. The map f is continuous and 
it follows from the HCP property of 3 that f is a closed map. By [6, Theorem 1.11, the 
set R = {x E X: f-‘(z) is not compact in Y} is a-discrete in X. Moreover, R is the 
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same set as S because, for every z E X, we have that 1S-l (x)1 = I(3)zI and the set 
f-‘(x) is compact in Y if, and only if, it is finite. 0 
The following result provides a partial answer to [25, Question 2.12(a)]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be an HCP-netted space and Y a countably paracompact space. 
If X x Y is normal, then X x Y is countably paracompact. 
Proof. The main idea of our proof is due to Rudin and Starbird [22, Theorem 1’1. 
To prove that the space X x Y is countably paracompact, it suffices to prove that it 
is countably metacompact. Let (0%) be a decreasing sequence of closed sets in X x Y 
with niEw Di = 0. 
Let 3 be an HCP-regular a-HCP closed net of X. Write 3 = UzEw 3i in such a way 
that each 3i is HCP and 3i f’ 3j = 8 whenever i # j. For every F E 3, let nF E w be 
such that F E 3n,. 
Let 4 be a well ordering of 3 such that, for all F, K E 3, if nF < nK, then F + K. 
Then the family {F E 3: F -x K} is HCP for every K E 3. We use induction on 
4 to define sets EF c F, for F E 3. If K E 3 is such that the set EF has already 
been defined for each F 4 K, then we define EK as follows: if the set K \ UF+K EF 
has at most one point, then we set EK = K \ U,,, EF, otherwise, we let EK be any 
two-element subset of K \ U,,, EF. Let E = UFGF EF, and note that it follows from 
the a-HCP property of 3 that the set E is c-discrete in X. 
Let 3+ = {F E 3: IEF/ = 2}, and let EF = {pi, qF} for every F E 3*. For every 
i E w, let 3,* = 3i n 3*, and note that the sets {pF: F E 3%‘) and {QF: F E 3t*} are 
closed and discrete in X. For all i E w and F E 3[?, let 
DF = T((F x Y) f’Di)> 
where x denotes the projection X x Y -+ Y. Moreover, for each F E y, let AF = 
{pi} x DF and BP = {qp} x DF. For each i E w, let 
A~=U{AF: FEN%?} and B,=U{RF: FEN:}. 
Then each Ai and each Bi is closed in X x Y. We put 
A=UA, and B=UB,. 
iEw ZEW 
Claim 1. A and B are disjoint closed sets in X x Y. 
Proof. By the choice of pF’s and QF’s, the sets A and B are clearly disjoint. To show 
that A is closed in X x Y, let (z, y) E (X x Y) \A. Let 3(x) = {F E 7: pi = x} and 
note that the family 3(z) has at most one member; it follows, since (x, y) $ A, that the 
set IV = (X x Y) \ U{AF: F E 3(x)} IS a neighborhood of (2, y). Let m E w be such 
that (x. y) $! D,. Take a basic open neighborhood U x V of (x:, y) in X x Y disjoint 
from D,. Let A’ = Un{p F: F E 3* and F 6 U}. Since the family (3)x\u is HCP in 
U, the set A’ is discrete in U, and hence there is a neighborhood G of 2 contained in U 
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such that GnA’ c {x}, We show that the neighborhood Wn (G x V) of (z, y) is disjoint 
from the set U+, Ai. Assuming the contrary, we can pick a (u, w) E W n (G x V) n Ah 
for some k 3 m. There is an F E 3; with (u, n) E AF. Then we have that u = pF 
and hence that pF E G. Note that we have pi7 # x, since AF n W # 0; from this it 
follows, since pi E G and G n A’ c {xc), that pi $! A’. On the other hand, we have that 
pF E G C U and hence the definition of A’ shows that we must have F c U. Moreover, 
we have that ‘u E DF = r((F x Y) n Dk) and it follows that F x V meets Dk. Since 
we have that 
(FxV)nDkc(UxV)nD,, 
the set U x V meets D,. This contradicts the choice of U x V. We have shown that 
Wn(GxV)n UA” =0. 
( ) i&n 
Then W n (G x V) \ (Uicm Ai) is an open neighborhood of (x, y) in X x Y disjoint 
from A. Hence A is closed in X x Y. Similarly, B is closed in X x Y. 
Since X x Y is normal, there are open sets G and H in X x Y such that A c G, 
BcHandcflIf=&ForeachF~3*,weput 
MR=Y\r((FxY)nH), NF=Y\T((FxY)~G). 
Then MF and NF are closed in Y. For each i E w, we let 
K;=U{FX(MFUNF): FEN:}. 
Then, as Claim 2 in the proof of [22, Theorem l*], it follows that Ki n Di = 8. 
For every i E w, let Si = {x E X: 3% is not locally finite at x}. Let i E w. By 
Lemma 2.1, the set S, is o-discrete and closed in X. Since X is a g-space, we can write 
Si = nj,, Oij where the sets Oij are open in X. For every j E w, let 
Kij = Ki \ (Oij X Y) 
and note that, since 3i is locally finite in X \ Oij, the set Kij is closed in X x Y. 
Represent the a-discrete subset E U (JiEw Si of X in the form UjE, Lj so that each 
Lj is closed and discrete in X. Then each L, x Y is a countably metacompact closed 
subset of X x Y. So there is a countable closed cover { Jji: i E w} of Lj x Y such that 
Jji n Di = 8 for each i E w. Now, we define 
K = {Kij, Jji: i,j E w}. 
Note that each member of K is closed in X x Y and that 
Kij n Di = Jji fl Di = 8 
for all i, j E w. Therefore, in order to prove that X x Y is countably metacompact, it 
suffices to prove the following: 
Claim 2. K covers X x Y. 
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Proof. Pick any (z, y) E X x Y. If z E Lk for some Ic E w, then 
(2, y} E LI, x Y = u J,i. 
iEW 
So we may assume that 
Since ?? 0 z = 8, we may also assume that (z, y) $ R. There is a basic open neigh- 
borhood U x V of (SC, y) in X x Y such that (U x V) n H = 0. There is m E w 
and F E 3, with x E F c U; note that we have F E J& since 5 $ E. We 
have that (F x {y}) n H = Q] and this implies that y E ~MF. Hence we obtain that 
(s, y) E F x A!JF C K,. Since z i$ S,, there exists j E w such that 3: $ 0,j. Now we 
have that (z, y) E K,, E Ic. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete. [7 
By the remark made after Proposition 1.10, Theorem 2.2 is a generalization of [ 11, 
Theorem 21. 
3. Strong o-spaces in product theory 
In our remaining product theorems, we consider a common generalization of LF-netted 
spaces and stratifiable spaces. 
Let us say that a space X is a strong a-space if X has a sequence (Fl)nEw of 
a-locally finite closed covers such that, for every closed subset S of X, we have that 
nnEw st(s, ~~~ = S. I n o th er words, X is a strong a-space if it has a sequence (3n)nEw 
of g-locally finite closed covers such that, for each x E X and each open neighborhood 
U of z, there are an n E w and an open neighborhood V of z with St(V, Fn) c U. So, 
if the sequence (3n)nEU satisfies the stated condition, then the family UnEw Fn is a net 
of x. 
Note that since every a-closure-preserving family of subsets of a g-space has a U- 
discrete refinement (see [23] or [14, Theorem 4.8]), we could have defined strong o- 
spaces as well with “a-discrete” or “o-closure preserving” in place of “o-locally finite”. 
The spaces described in Example 1.9 can be used to show that not all a-spaces are 
strong. However, it follows from Proposition 1.13 that every LF-netted space is a strong 
a-space. Moreover, since every stratifiable space has a o-closure-preserving quasi-base 
[9,14], it is a consequence of known results on a-spaces (see [23]; [14, Theorem 4.81 or 
[25, Lemma 1.51) that every stratifiable space is a strong a-space. 
Our results on the behavior of strong a-spaces in products are based on the following 
technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a strong a-space, let Y be a space such that X x Y is countably 
paracompact, and let (3 be an open cover of X x Y. Then there exists a closed cover 
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{ Ft x Kt: t E T} of X x Y such that we have T = UiEw Ti with each family {Ft: t E Ti} 
discrete in X and, for every t E T, there exists a family W of open subsets of Y such 
that Kt c U W and the family { Ft x W: W E W} is a partial refinement’ of C?. 
Proof. Let (Fn)nEw be a sequence of c-discrete closed covers of X such that we have 
n St(S, _Tn) = s 
nEw 
for every closed subset S of X. We may assume that 3”+t refines Fn for each n E w. 
We write each Fn in the form Fn = {Ft: t E (JjE, T,,j} so that, for every j E w, 
the family {Ft: t E T,,j} is discrete; we also assume that T,,? n T,,I, = 0 whenever 
(n,j) # (m, k). We let T = U, jEw Tn,J. 
Let G = {GA: X E A}. For all X E A and n E w, let 
0 X,n = ~{UXV: UxVisopeninXxYand St(U,3”)xVcGx}. 
Using openness of the sets GA and the above-mentioned properties of the families Fn, 
we see that UnEw OX,~ = GA for A E A. Let 0, = UxEn OX,, for every n E w. Then 
the family (0,: n E w} is an increasing open cover of X x Y. It follows that there is 
an increasing open cover {N,: n E w} of X x Y such that iV, c 0, for each n E w. 
For every n E w and for each t E (JjE, T,,j, let 
Kt = U {V: V is open in Y with Ft x V c IV%}. 
Moreover, let 3 = { Ft x Kt : t E T}. 
We already know that, for all n, j E w, the family {Ft: t E T,,j} is discrete. It is clear 
that the family J consists of closed subsets of X x Y. To show that J covers X x Y, let 
(2, y) E X x Y. Find k E w with (z, y) E Nk. Take a basic open neighborhood U x W 
of (2, y) in X x Y such that (CC, y) E U x W c Nk. Note that there exist m > k and 
t E UjE, T,,j such that z E Ft c U. Since (2, y) E Ft x W c U x W c Nk c N,, 
it follows that y E W c Kt. So we have (z, y) E Ft x Kt E J. We have shown that J 
covers X x Y. 
Now, take n E w and t E UjE, T,,j and fix them. We have that Ft x Kt c x c 
072 = u>,n ox,n and it follows that every y E Kt has a neighborhood V, in Y such 
that the set Ft x V, is contained in GA for some X E A. It follows that there are open 
subsets WA, X E A, of Y such that we have Kt c UxEn WJ, and Ft x WA c GJ, for 
each X E A. q 
Since stratifiable spaces are strong u-spaces, we can obtain an extension of [25, The- 
orem 2.11 as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a paracompact strong o-space and Y a normal space. rf X x Y 
is countably paracompact, then X x Y is normal. 
* Recall that a family N of sets is a partial re$nement of a family L if each member of N is contained in 
some member of L (it is not required that UN = U ,c). 
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Proof. Let {Go, G1 } be a binary open cover of X x Y. It suffices to show that there is 
a a-locally finite open cover ‘FI of X x Y such that we have either ?? c Go or Ti7 c GI 
for each H E 7-l. By the previous lemma, there exists a closed cover {Ft x Kt: t E T} 
of X x Y so that we have T = UiEw Ti with each family {Ft: t E T,} discrete in X 
and, for every t E T, there exists a family Wt = {lVt,l;: k = 0: 1) of open subsets of Y 
such that Kt c U VVt and Ft x Wt,k c Gk for k = 0,l. 
Since X is paracompact, there exist open sets U, of X such that Ft c U, for every 
t E T and, for every i E w, the family {Ut: t E T,} is discrete in X (as an indexed 
family). Let t E T and k E (0: l}. Since Y is normal, the set Kt is closed, the sets 
IV,,, are open and since Kt c kV’t,o U IVt.1, there are two zero-sets Z~,O and Zt,l in 
Y such that 2~ C Wt,k for k = 0,l and Kt c &,o U Zt,l. Then note that we have 
Ft x Z,,I, C Ft x Wt,k c Gk for k = 0, 1. So, Gk f’ (Ut x Y) is an open set in 
X x Y containing Ft x ZQ. Since Ft x Zt,I, is a zero-set in X x Y which is countably 
paracompact, it follows from [ 11. Lemma 2.11 that there is an open set Ht,k in X x Y 
such that Ft x Z&k C Ht,k C Ht,k C Gk fl (Ut x Y) for k = 0: 1. 
Now, we let ‘FI = {Ht,k: t E T and Ic = 0, l}. Since {Ut: t E T} is a-discrete in 
X and since Ht.k C U, x Y for all t E T and k = 0.1, we see that the family ‘FI is 
a-discrete in X x Y. For each t E T, we have that Ft x Kt c Ht,oUHt,l. It follows, since 
the family {F, x K,: t E T} is a cover of X x Y, that also ‘H. is a cover. Therefore, ?f 
is a c-discrete open cover of X x Y such that ?? c Go or 7f c GI for each H E 3-1. 0 
We record the following consequence of Theorems 2.2 and 3.2. 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a paracompact LF-netted space and Y a normal, countably 
paracompact space. Then X x Y is normal if and only if X x Y is countably paracompact. 
Moreover, we have 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a paracompact strong a-space and Y a paracompact space. 
Then X x Y is paracompact if and only if X x Y is countably paracompact. 
Proof. Assume that X x Y is countably paracompact. Let Z = Y x /?(X x Y), Then 
Z is paracompact and X x Z = X x Y x /3(X x Y) is countably paracompact. By 
Theorem 3.2, X x Z is normal. By the Tamano theorem (see [8, p. 387]), X x Y is 
paracompact. 0 
A space Y is shrinking if for every open cover {U,: cy E A} of Y, there is a closed 
cover {Fol: Q E A} of Y such that F, c U, for each Q E A. 
Let Y be a space and {Ua: o E A} an open cover Y. A closed cover {F,.,: Q E 
A and n E w} of Y is a o-shrinking of {Ucy: u: E A} if F,,,, c U, for each (3~ E A and 
n E w. A space Y is subshrinking if every open cover of Y has a u-shrinking. 
We find a diagram of the implications concerning these properties in [24]. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a strong a-space and Y a subshrinking space. If X x Y is 
countably paracompact, then X x Y is subshrinking. 
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Proof. Let 6 = {G A: X E A} be an open cover of X x Y. By Lemma 3.1, there 
exists a closed cover {F, x Kt: t E T) of X x Y SO that we have T = UiEw Ti with 
each family {Ft: t E Ti} discrete in X and, for every t E T, there exists a family 
Wt = {W,,A: X E A} of open subsets of Y such that Kt c U Wt and Ft x WQ c GA 
for every A E A. For every t E T, since Y is subshrinking and the set Kt is closed in 
Y, we can find a a-shrinking {Ct,x,n: X E A and n E w} of {W~,J f’ Kt: X E A}. Then 
{Ft x Ct,~,n: X E A and n E w} is a o-shrinking of {GA rl (F, x K,): X E A}. Since 
{Ft x Kt: t E T} is a F-discrete closed cover of X x Y, it follows from [24, Lemma 
2.11 that D has a r-shrinking. q 
Remark. Note that the above proof can be modified to show the following: Let X be 
a strong a-space and Y a subparacompact (respectively metacompact, submetacompact) 
space. If X x Y is countably paracompact, then X x Y is subparacompact (respectively 
metacompact, submetacompact). 
Since subshrinking and normal spaces are shrinking (see [3]), we can derive from 
Theorem 3.5 a common partial answer to [12, Question] and [25, Question 2.12(b)]. 
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a strong a-space and Y a shrinking space. Then X x Y is 
shrinking if and only if X x Y is countably paracompact and normal, 
Remarks. 
(1) By [ 11, Theorem 31, Corollary 3.6 generalizes [ 12, Theorem 21 which is a gener- 
alization of [3, Theorem 3.61. 
(2) Since shrinking property is preserved under closed maps, [25, Theorem 4.41 is an 
immediate consequence of [25, Theorem 4.11 and our Corollary 3.6. 
(3) It was proved in [7] that the product of a shrinking space and a a-space is shrinking 
iff it is normal and countably paracompact. If correct, this would give a complete 
answer to [12, Question], so that our Corollary 3.6 would not be worth stating 
here. However, there is an essential gap in the proof given in [7]. 
By Corollaries 3.3 and 3.6, we can obtain another partial answer to [25, Question 
2.12(b)]. 
Corollary 3.7. Let X be an LF-netted space and Y a shrinking space. Then X x Y is 
shrinking if and only if X x Y is normal. 
4. Problems 
Problem 1. Is every LaSnev space LF-netted? 
It is also natural from Propositions 1.10-1.12 and Corollary 1.7 to raise 
Problem 2. Is the class of stratifiable LF-netted spaces preserved under closed continu- 
ous maps? 
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Of course, if Problem 2 would be solved affirmatively, so would be Problem 1 by 
Proposition 1.4. 
The result of Proposition 1.20 naturally raises the following problems. 
Problem 3. Is the product of two stratifiable LF-netted spaces LF-netted? 
Problem 4. Is the countable product of stratifiable, F,,-discrete spaces LF-netted? 
If Problem 4 would be solved affirmatively, it would follow from [15, Theorem] that 
every A.&space would be LF-netted. Moreover, since every stratifiable h-spaces is the 
perfect image of an A,&-space, Problem 4 is equivalent to the following. 
Problem 4*. Is every stratifiable h-space LF-netted? 
Since every LaSnev space is a stratifiable /L-space, if Problem 4 or Problem 4* would 
be solved affirmatively, so would Problem 1. 
It is easy to see that the class of strong a-spaces is closed under countable products. 
Hence a positive solution to the first part of the following problem would also yield a 
positive solution to Problems 3 and 4 above. 
Problem 5. Is every strong a-space LF-netted or CP-netted? 
Problem 6. Is every HCP-netted space LF-netted or a strong o-space? 
Finally, let us remark that it is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 that a positive solution 
of the following problem would yield a positive answer to [25, Question 2.12(a)]. 
Problem 7. Is every stratifiable space HCP-netted? 
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